
Book Proposal Workshop
Bring your manuscript proposals and be ready to learn more about the world of academic publishing 
with our panel of experts!  Faculty will have the opportunity to listen to advice for one hour, and then get 
support with revisions on their proposals.

Date: April 24, 2015
Time: 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Location: Merten Hall, Room 3300

John Farina is an Associate Professor of Religious Studies at George Mason University. Before coming to 
Mason he had a long career in New York-based scholarly publishing. He was Editor-in Chief of the Paulist 
Press Classics of Western Spirituality series (65 vols.) which published new translations and editions of 
classic Jewish, Islamic, and Christian texts, from antiquity to the nineteenth century. Sales for that series 
have topped the one million mark. He was also the creator and General Editor of the Paulist Press Sources 
of American Spirituality series, a twenty-five volume series on religion in North and Central America. And 
he was the General Editor of the Spiritual Legacy series, a twelve-volume project published by Crossroad/
Herder and Herder. In addition over the years he acquired and edited many trade books outside the world 
of academic publishing.

John W. Warren is Head of Mason Publishing Group/George Mason University Press and an adjunct 
professor in George Washington University’s master of professional studies in publishing program. Warren 
was previously Marketing and Sales Director at Georgetown University Press, and Director of Marketing, 
Publications, at the RAND Corporation. He has a Masters in International Management from the Graduate 
School of International Relations and Pacific Studies (IR/PS) at the University of California, San Diego. He 
has authored several articles about the evolution of e-books, including “Innovation and the Future of 
E-Books” (2009), for which he was the winner of the International Award for Excellence in the development 
of the book.

Peter Stearns became Provost and Professor of History at George Mason University on January 1, 2000; 
he was named University Professor in January 2011. He has taught previously at Harvard, the University of 
Chicago, Rutgers, and Carnegie Mellon; he was educated at Harvard University. He has published widely in 
modern social history, including the history of emotions, and in world history; and has authored or edited 
over 125 books, mainly in social history and world history. Since 1967 he has served as editor-in-chief of 
The Journal of Social History.


